
™

my first dream box



Cloud Box™, the first and unique storyteller for 
babies and children.

 An inclusive and scalable product combining lullabies, white sounds 
and 36 original stories around 9 cute characters in 2 languages (French 
and English), creating an immersive experience mixing soothing sounds 
and smooth projections around 4 universes: Ocean, Forest, Space, City, 
soothing babies and children and making the bedtime ritual a pleasant 
and comforting moment.
Cloud Box™ is both a night light and a storyteller which can be used from 
the birth of the baby until age 8, the first dream box !
Cloud Box™  includes immersive stories combining sounds and  light 
projections ! 
• 5 hours of original stories per language : Projections change within a 

story in matching the environments where the characters are evolving 
(Ocean, Forest, Space or City)

• 8 stories can be recorded by the parents or the child
• No Emission
• Interactive without a Screen
• All the content is in the box 
• Very cute design fitting both a child room environment or an “on the 

go” toy 

CloudBox Unit Instructions

 Getting Started
Your CloudBox Storyteller includes a USB charging cable. Plug the 
smaller connector (Mini-C) into the back of the CloudBox. Plug the larger, 
rectangular USB connector into a USB power source. The LED above 
the Mini-C connector will illuminate in RED to let you know the unit is 
charging. When the internal battery is fully charged, the LED will turn 
GREEN. (Note: unit will not operate while charging or if plugged in).
On the bottom of the unit is a 3-position slide switch.  Slide the switch 
from “Off” to the desired language. (Note: if the unit will not be used for a 
long period of time, slide the bottom switch to the OFF position.)
Press the         button on the front panel to turn on the CloudBox. 
The 2 large knobs allow you to select sound modes, characters and 
environments. 



Left Knob Selections
: play 8 melodies
: play 8 Nature Sounds
: make custom recordings
                  : select a character

Characters: Sheep, Fawn, Lion, Turtle, Elephant, Dragon, Unicorn, Little 
Girl, Little Boy.

Right Knob Selections
: Amber projection, Star pattern
: Green projection, Forest pattern
: Blue projection, Ocean pattern
: Red projection, Town or Village pattern

Note: although you select the primary environment, the light patterns 
automatically change to match the action in each story.

 Listening to Stories
Use the left knob to select one of the 9 characters. Use the right knob to 
select the Environment. Press the center of either knobs to play the story. 
If you want to pause the story at any point, press either knob again.
Each character has 4 stories. To hear the same character in the next 
environment, press the       button on the bottom right or turn the Right 
Knob. To start the current story over again, press the       button in the 
center bottom. After your story ends, the projection will illuminate for 15 
minutes, then shut off.

There are 2 rotating dials on the right side of the CloudBox. Turn the top dial 
to adjust volume. Turning the dial to the lowest setting turns the sound OFF.
Turn the lower dial to adjust the brightness of the projections. Turning the 
dial to the lowest setting turns the projection LEDs OFF.

 Playing and Selecting Melodies
Select the         icon to listen to melodies; then select one of the 4 
environments. There are 2 melodies in each environment. Press the Right 
Knob to begin playing the first melody. Press the         button to go to the 
second melody, or turn the knob to change environments. Each melody 
will play for 20 mins. 

 Playing and Selecting Nature Sounds
Select the       icon to listen to Nature Sounds; then select one of the 4 
environments. There are 2 Nature Sounds in each environment. Press the 
Right Knob to begin playing the first Nature Sound. Press the          button 
to go to the second sound or turn the knob to change environments. Each 
sound will play for 20 mins. 

 Repeat
Pressing the Repeat button will restart any story at the beginning. 
Pressing the Repeat button while listening to Melodies or Nature Sounds 
will reset the timer.

Repeat Mode
If you would like to hear all 4 stories for any one character, select the 
character, select any environment, then press the Repeat Button instead 
of the Play button. The CloudBox will play all 4 character stories in a row, 
starting with the environment you have selected.



 Recording a Custom Story
Select the Book icon on the left knob.  Select one of the 4 environments 
on the Right Knob. PRESS the Microphone button (Left knob) and the 
Play button (Right Knob) at the same time. The CloudBox will “beep” to 
confirm that it has started to record. There is a microphone behind the 
small opening on the top left of the front panel. Speak clearly with the 
microphone 12-15 cm from your mouth. When you have finished your 
story, press either knob to stop recording. 
You can record a story for each of the 4 environments. Your stories must 
be shorter than 8 minutes. If you get near the end of the recording time, 
the projection LEDs will count down your remaining time.

Playing a Custom Story
Select the Book icon then select one of the 4 environments where you 
saved a story. Press Play to start your story and the matching projection. 
After your story ends, the CloudBox will keep the projection on to serve as 
a soothing nightlight for 5 minutes.

 Headphone Jack
Your CloudBox Storyteller includes a 3.5 mm headphone jack on the left 
panel. Headphones not included.

 Recharging the CloudBox
If the sound volume or LED brightness diminish, re-charge the unit. The 
charge indicator LED turns green when the batteries are fully recharged.
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